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Abstract 
We study an energy functional of knots, ep (jp > 2), that is finite valued for embedded 
circles and takes +m for circles with double points. We show that for any 21 E L% there are 
finitely many solid tori T,, , T, 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 57M25, 49Q10, 53A04 
0. Introduction 
An energy functional of knots is a functional on the space of immersed circles in 
R3 which is finite valued for embeddings, and which blows up to +m for circles 
with double points. 
In [ll] we defined such an example, the energy E, which is a regularization of 
potential energy of charged knots when we assume that the repulsive force is 
inversely proportional to cubic of distance. (Therefore it is different from the usual 
Newton potential energy.) In [6], Freedman, He and Wang studied the energy E 
on the space of rectifiable curves, and showed that E is Mobius invariant. 
Let S’ = R/L. Put 
4= {f : S’ + R3 1 Cl-immersion such that 1 f’(t) 1 = 1 for all t E S’}. 
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Let 1 x -y Is1 (x, y E Sl) denote the minimum of the arc-lengths on S1 between 
x and y; 
Ix-y],l=min(Ix-yl, 1-lx-yl). 
Then it is equal to the minimum of the arc-length on f(S’> between f(x) and f(y) 
for any f E 4. 
Define a functional ep : 4 + R U { + m) (0 < j, p < + m> by the following inte- 
gral. 
ei”(f) = f /,‘/,‘( lf(x) If(y)y - (0.1) 
In particular, ei = E + 2 and “e;” is the logarithm of Gromov’s distortion 
(Remark 1.3). 
Since the integrand is nonnegative e:(f) 2 0 or e!(f) = m for any f=Y. 
We studied ep with 0 <j < 2 and 1 =gp < +w in [121. The arguments there also 
hold for j > 2. The basic properties of e/’ depend only on whether jp > 2, jp = 2, 
or jp < 2. 
For instance, ep is an energy functional of knots if and only if 
2 1 
~2: (O<jG2) or ~ 
J j-2 
>p>; (2<j<4) 
(Theorem 1.1). 
(0.2) 
A knot type is an ambient isotopy class of embedded circles in R3. In [121, we 
showed that only finitely many knot types occur below any finite e; threshold if 
jp > 2 (0 <j < 2). In [6], Freedman, He and Wang showed that the finiteness of 
knot types also holds for any finite E threshold. 
As for the minimizers for the energy E, Freedman, He and Wang showed that 
E(f,) <E(f) f or any f if and only if f&S’) is the round planar circle, and that in 
every prime knot type there exist minimizers of E, which turn out to be of class 
C’,’ [61. 
In this paper we study e/ with (0.2) and jp > 2. The contribution of jp # 2 is as 
follows. If e;(f) with jp 2 2 is finite, then f is a bi-Lipschitz embedding with 
uniform Lipschitz norm [6,12]. If, furthermore, e,?(f) with jp > 2 is finite, then f is 
C’,(jp-2)/(2(p+2))-embedding with uniform (jp - 2)/(2(p + 2))-Holder norm on f ’ 
(Theorem 1.11). Thus, ey with jp > 2 is more restrictive in the sense that if e,!’ 
with jp > 2 is finite, then the “pull-tight” phenomena are excluded, which may 
occur below finite values of ey with jp = 2 [12, Theorem 3.11. 
We show that only finitely many “shapes” of knots occur below any finite e[ 
threshold. That is, for any j, p and b > 0, there is a set of finite solid tori 
Vi,. . . , T,} such that any f(S’) with e/(f) < b can be contained in some q “in a 
good manner” after a congruent translation of R3 (Theorem 2.31. Then we can use 
the argument in [6] to show the existence of the minimizers of e,!’ in any knot type. 
That is, for any j, p and for any knot type K, there is an embedded circle fj,p,K 
with knot type K that realizes the infimum of ep among all embedded circles of 
the same knot type K (Theorem 3.2). 
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We also show that the number of knot types which have representatives with 
ep G b is less than exp(Ab (2P)/(jp-2)) for some A > 0 (Corollary 2.7), and that the 
thickness of a knot is greater than A’(e?)- p/(jp-2) for some A’ > 0 (Proposition I 
4.2). 
Remark 0.1. Suppose f is a C’-immersion whose 
be the total length of f(S’); 
L,=/‘lf’(t)ldf, 
0 
and DJf(x), f(y)) be the minimum of the arc-lengths on f(s’) between f(x) and 
f(y); 
f ’ 1 is not necessarily 1. Let L, 
~,(fW, f(y)) = mjn [+‘~f’(r)b). 
We can define Zri”< f > by 
1 1 
P 
If(x) -f(Y)lj - Df( f(x), f(y))j 
1 
1/P 
xlf’(-df’(Y)b dy . 
Then, t?/(f) = ef( f > if f E 9, and Z/ does not depend on the parametrizations or 
affine similarities of R3. 
Remark 0.2. In [lo] Nakauchi showed that 
for any f, where D( f > denotes the Douglas functional: 
1. Basic properties of e! 
Theorem 1.1. The functional ep satisfies the following two conditions if and only if 
2 1 
pa: (O<jG2) or - 
J j-2 
>pB+ (2<j<4). (1.1) 
(1) Zf f(S’> has a double point then e,P(f> = co. 
(2) Zf f is a Cm-embedding, then ef( f) < 00. 
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Proof. Since the proofs of Theorems 1.9 and 2.3 of [12] also hold for j > 2, the 
condition (1) is satisfied if and only if jp > 2. 
Suppose f is a C--embedding. Since 
near the diagonal, the integrand of (0.1) is O(l x - y I$-jJp) near the diagonal. 
Hence e,!‘( f ) < wifandonlyif(2-j)p> -1. 0 
Definition 1.2. When the condition of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied, we say that ejp is an 
energy functional of knots. 
Remarks 1.3 1121. Suppose f is a C*-embedding. Then 
(1) 
1 1 1 
lim e{(f) = sup - 
P+m .qYGSJ If(X)-f(Y)12 - Ix-Yl:' ( 
2 &max)f"(x))*, 
XES' 
where If”(x) I is the curvature of f at x. 
(2) 
lim lim ep( f) = log 
i 
Ix-Ylsl 
j-tOp+m x,ys;yxIy If(x)-f(Y)1 
= log( Distor( f )) , 
where Distor(f) denotes Gromov’s distortion of f [8]. 
We can weaken condition (2) of Theorem 1.1 to the following form. 
Proposition 1.4. Suppose ey is an energy functional of knots. If f is a C’+-embed- 
ding, where (Y > (jp - 1)/(2p), then ep( f) < W. 
Proof. If f is of class Clsa, then for some A > 0, 
If(x) -f(Y)l>,Ix-Ylsl-Alx-Y12,~+1 
for all x, y E S’. Hence the integrand of (0.1) is bounded above by A’1 x - y I$O-j)p 
for some A’ > 0. 0 
In the following we work with fixed j and p with (1.1) and jp > 2, i.e., 
2 1 
p>: (O<j<2) or ~ 
.l j-2 
>p>; (2<j<4). 
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Remark. In this paper we denote constants which can be given explicitly as 
continuous functions of j and p by A, with capital A, and other constants by aj. 
We show that if e/‘(f) < CC then f is a C’3(ip-2)/(2(pf2))-embedding. 
We improve 112, Theorem 2.41 to obtain 
Lemma 1.5. There exists a constant A, > 0 such that for any b > 0 if ej’( f > < b then 
(P+a/(jP--2) , f(x) _f(Y)( 
,x_y, 
S’ 
for all x, y E S’. 
Proof. Assume ef( f > G b. Fix x, y E S’ and put 
6=1x-Ylsl, d=lf(x) -f(Y)15 P=S-d, and h=l 
Suppose 0 ,< s, t <,6/S. Then 
tf(x+s)-f(y-t)l<d+s+t, 
I(x+s)-(y-t)lsl>d+$. 
Therefore 
{jeP(f )}” 2 ~p’8~p’x( (d +,‘, t)j - (d +lLsjj 1’ ds dt 
= ~“s~“8jl - ( dd+-;t)‘]p(d:s + t)-jP ds dt. 
Since 
d+s+t d+$ h 
d+ ;p ‘d+:p 91-y3 
Similarly 
d 
S’ 
/ ( “’ d + s + t ) -jp 0 d.s= &[l- [ d;;;E r](d+t)‘-jp 
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and therefore 
/,“‘8/op/8( d + s + t) -jp ds dz 
Hence 
(jb)‘> l. {~_(I_~,i~(l_(l_ai’p-l) 
(jp - l)(Jp - 2) 
AS (1 - 5)” G 1 - min{l, a),$ for 0 < 5 < 1 and a > 0, 
djPF-2 
’ min{l, jp - 2) 
2p+6jp( jp - l)( jp - 2) 
b-PhP+2 
0 
Proposition 1.6. Let b > 0. Put 
d 
G%(d) = 1 _Al(jP_2)/(P+2)bP/(P+2)d(jP--2)/(P+2) (0 Q d <Alb-P/(jP-‘) ), 
where A, is giuen in Lemma 1.5. Put 
9~={(8,d)IO~d~6~~s~~hthatS~~~(d)ifd<A~b~/(~~-~)}. 
(See Fig. 1.) Then if ef(f) < b then 
(kYl,l, k-(x) -f(Y)I) Egb. 
d 
,d=h 
____------ 
2 
Fig. 1. 
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In particular, if e_$ f ) < 03 then f is an embedding. 
Proof. Suppose e/‘(f) < b (b > 0). Put 6, = 1 x0 - y,],~ and do = } ff x0) - f ( yO) 1. 
By Lemma 1.5, (a,, d,) lies in the (6, d)-plane above the curve y given by 
Ii 
1 
Y’ l_hA*b_ p/(ip-2)h(p+2)/(jp--2), A b-“/(iP-2)h(P+2)/(jP-2) 0 G h < 1 
)i I 
= (6 = c&(d) IO <d <A,b-p’(ip-z)}. 0 
Put 
d, = d,(b) = ( ~)‘p+2”‘ip-2’~l~~B/~~P~~), 
(see Fig. 1). Th en ifO<d<d, then 
(1.2) 
&(d) Gd(l+2A; (jP--2)/(Pi2)bP/(P+2)d(jP-2)/(P+2) ) * 
G 2d 
Hence if (6, d) ~.g~ then either d 2 S/2 or d z d,, which means: 
(1.3) 
Corollary 1.7. For any b > 0 if e/‘(f) G b then either 
If(x) -f(Y)1 a 3x-Ylsl 
or 
1 f(x) _f(Y)( a (~)‘n+2’/‘iP-2’A,b-P/(jP-2) 
for all x, y ES’, where A, is given in Lemma 1.5. 
Corollary 1.8. For any f EY, 
(P+2)/P 
(jp-2)/Cp+2) 
(2Ar) ) 
where A, is given in Lemma 1.5. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 3.1 of 161, for any f~-r”, either 
If(O) -f(3I =s & 
or 
If($) -f($l G &. 
Suppose ey( f > = b < Cl- 1/ fi> (P+2)/p(2 A,)‘ip-2)/(p+21. Then 4,(d) < ad for 
0 G d G i, and hence (l/2, 1/(2fi)) is not in g,,, which is a contradiction. o 
Let LU, . u2 denote the angle between two vectors U, and L’~. 
We improve 112, Proposition 2.51 by replacing the angle n/4 by 8 and using 
Proposition 1.6 instead of 112, Theorems 2.3 and 2.41 to obtain 
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Lemma 1.9. There exists a constant A, > 0 such that for any b > 0, f with ej’( f > G b, 
and 8 (0 < 0 < ~1, if 
1 x _ y IsI ~Azb-P/(iP-2)e2(P+2)/(jP--2) 
then Lf’(x)*f’(y)<@. 
Proof. Suppose e:(f) <b. Put q = (jp - 2)/(p + 2) < 2. 
Suppose 1 f (x,,) - f ( yO) 1 =z d,/2 (x0 < YJ. Then for any 
Yo, 
d=lf(x) -f(y)1 4xo-YoIsmL 
by (1.2), and hence by (1.31, 
Ix-yjsl<d+a3d1+q, 
where a3 = a,(b) = 2AI(iP-2)/(P+2)bP/(P+2). 
x, y with x,<x <y G 
Therefore the curve segment f([x, y]) is contained in the solid cylinder with 
axis f(x) f ( y) and radius r,(d) given by 
put a4 = a,(b) = (~/2)A1q/2bP/(2(P+2))d1fq/2. 
The proof of Lemma 2.6 of [12] goes parallel if we replace the angle 7r/4 by 8 
to yield 
Sublemma 1.10. Suppose 0 < 0 < rr. There there exists a constant a5 = a,(0) > 0 
such that if a C’-immersion h :(.x0 - E, y. + E) + R3 (E > 0, x0 <Y,) with 
1 h( x0) - h( yo) I= 1 satisfies the following condition (* ), then L h’(x,) . h’(y,) < 0. 
For any x, y with x0 <x <y <y,, the curve segment h([x, yl) is 
contained in the solid cylinder with axis h(x) h( y ) and radius 
a,1 h( x) -h(y) l’i-q’2. (*I 
Proof. Put a5 = 2-4(2q/2 - 1)0. 0 
Define a constant A, > 0 by 
IIlh( ;, (zr”] = min(2-1-l/9T-2/q, 2--6/q3--l/q(2q/2 _ 1)2/q) 
XAlb-P/(jP-2)82(P+2)/(iP-2) 
=A2b~P/(iP-2)e2(P+2)/(iP-2). 
If Ixo-yoIs~<A,b -P/(jP -2+)2(P + 2)/(jP - 2) then the homothety 
If(x0) -f(Yo)I-*f:(xo-E7 Yo+&) +R3 
for some small E > 0 satisfies the condition (* 1 of Sublemma 1.10, hence L f<x,> . 
f(YJ<O. 0 
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Theorem 1.11. There exists a constant A,, > 0 such that for any b > 0 if ejp( f) < b 
thenfisac l,(jP-22)/(2(P f2))_embedding such that 
If’(x) -f’(Y)1 < L f ‘( x) . f ‘( y) <A0bP/(%‘+2))1 x _ y l(sjp-2)/(2(P+2)) 
forallx, YES’. 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 1.6 and Lemma 1.9 with A, =A;(jP-2)/(2(p+2)). 
0 
Remark 1.12. The author does not know whether e;(f) is finite when f is a 
Cl,*-embedding with (jp - 2)/(2(p + 2)) < (Y < (jp - 1)/(2p). 
2. Finiteness of shapes of knots 
Fix any b > 0. 
Definition 2.1. A homeomorphism F: 0’ X S’ + T C lR3 is a good (E-)toms for b 
(E > O), or good(e-)t for short, if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Let f(t) = F(O, t). Then f EY and e;(f) <b. 
(2) TxN,(f(S’))= (PE R3 Idist(P, f(S’)) GE). 
(3) If e_$g)<b (g Eg) and g(S’)cT, then Pr, 0 F-’ 0 g:S’ +S’ is a 
homeomorphism, where Pr, : 0’ X S’ -+ S’ is a projection. 
Definition 2.2. (1) An embedding f ~3 can be contained in a good torus F if there 
is an orientation preserving congruent translation of R3, U, such that 
U 0 f(,S’) cF(D2xS1). 
(2) A set of finite good E-solid tori Y= (F,, . . . , F,) (m E k4) is a complete 
(e-)system if any f ~3 with ep( f) G b can be contained in some Fj ~9. 
Theorem 2.3. There exists a complete e-system for some E > 0. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.3, it suffices to work in the following class YO*; 
3$={f~>lf(O)=O, f’(O)=(l,O,O),andejP(f)<b}. 
Roughly speaking, we construct a complete system of “thickened PL-knots”. 
Definition 2.4. Let N E N and r > 0. 
(1) An embedding f ES~* is r-captured by a sequence of N points in R3, L = 
(0, P l,“‘, PN_,), if 
f(+$(F,)={ PE[W311P-piI Gr) 
for all j (1 <j =G N - 1). 
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(2) L = (0, P,, . . .) Pn_ I) is an admissible (N, r)-poZygon if there is an f E&* 
which is r-captured by L. 
(3) A set of finite admissible (N, r)-polygons 
S = {L’ = (0, Pi,. . . , Pk_I) I1 G i Q m} 
is a complete family of (N, r)-polygons if any f E&* is r-captured by some L’. 
Lemma 2.5. For any N E FV and r > 0, there exists a complete family of (N, r )-poly- 
gons. 
Proof. Put j, = E, = 1 and 5, = 0. Put 
Since y:., is bounded, there are finite points {qOi, Pjo2,. . . , Pot,,) such that: 
(1) For any j, (1 Q j, G lj,) there is an fiti EY$ such that &,$1/N) E B,(Q,), 
(2) IVjO c U :/s lB,(Pjd,>. 
Inductively, for a sequence of k points (Z$ PjdI,. . . , f’jdlr,,.,jkml) thus con- 
structedwith2gk~N-1and1~ji~Ij~,,,.i,_,(1~i~k-l),put 
ytiI.,,jk_l= (f(k) taS3i3ftS,: suchthat 
f(k) EBr(P,dil...j,) foralli(l<i<k-1) . 
i 
Since wj$i,...jk_-l is bounded, there are finite points 
I~$1...i*-ll~...‘~$l.ii_li,~ ,,.., jk_LJ 
such that: 
(1) For any j, (I Gj, G lj$,...j k ,) _ there is an fioi,,,,jk EYE* such that 
fid,,..j,(i/N) E B,(ctii, _, ,j,) for all i (I 6 i Q k), 
(2) W. C U ‘Jo...lk-IB,(P. ). 
The 's"e;' i’rr: 
(N, r )-polygon? 
p. :‘“= 1 
;1”’ 
9..*,pi$,...j,_, Jtil’){kthus constructed is a complete family of 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.3 reduces to the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.6. There exist N, E N, r,, > 0, and e0 >p such that for any admissible 
(N,,r,)-polygon L, there exists a homeomorphism FL : D2 X S’ + T c lR3 such that: 
(1) Zf f EY,, is r-,-captured by L, then N,$f(Si)) c T. 
(2) Zf g E>~* satisfies g(S’) c T, then Pr, 0 Fil 0 g : S1 -+ S’ is a bi-Ltpschitz 
map. 
Suppose L is an admissible (N,,, r,)-polygon, and f EYO* is r,-captured by L. 
We can deform #,._ to obtain a good &,-solid torus FL such that 
F&O} XS’) =f(S’), 
F,(D2X{t})=~~(D2X{t}) foralltESl. 
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Therefore for any complete family of (N,, r&polygons IL,,. . . , L,}, we can 
construct a complete &,-system {FL,. . . , FLm}. Then Lemma 2.5 implies Theorem 
2.3. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. (1) Take Nr E N such that 
1 Tr 
( ) 
2(p + 2)/C jp - 2) 
N,< 
b-P/CjPV2) 
200A, 
> (2.1) 
where A, is given in Theorem 1.12. 
Then if 0 G y, -x0 G l/N,, then for any f~.&* and for any x, Y E Lx,, y,l, 
(2.2) 
Lf’(x) .f(%)f(Yo)~ &- 
Assume N > N,. Put 
~=Y(N)=~ 
400N’ 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Suppose L = (P,, . . . , PN_I) is an (N, r)-polygon, and f EYE* is r-captured by 
L, i.e., 
~~(~-~i)~<~ foralli. 
Since by (2.2) 
(2.5) 
t>Ifi~)-fi~)i>$cos--& foralli, 
(2.5) implies 
1 1 
- +2r~lIi--Pi+,I 2 ,cos& -2r forall i, 
N 
where suffixes are taken modulo N. Then by (2.41, (2.5) and (2.61, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Hence by (2.3) and (2.7) 
i i+l 
ifxE - 
[ 1 
- foralli, 
N’ N 
and therefore, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
) 4Tr 
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Fig. 2. 
Let Vi (Vi) be a “forward” (“backward” respectively) cone with axis PiPi+r 
and angle 27r/lOO which is tangent to II, (B,(P,+,) respectively), where II, 
is a 3-ball with center Pi and radius r. Put aD’ = V:n Vi, where D’ is a 2-disc. Let 
q. be the union of B,(P,), B,( Pi+l), and the intersection of the two closed cones of 
Vi and V! sandwiched between B,( Pi) and B,( Pj+ 1). (See Fig. 2.) 
Then by (2.5) and (2.8) f([i/N, (i + 1)/N]) c U, for all i. 
Suppose 0 < p G 2/N. Let II, = 17,(p) denote a solid cylinder with axis PiPi+ 1 
and radius p sandwiched between two flat surfaces Xi = C,(p) and .Zi+r = Zi+r(p> 
where I7, meets II_, and IIi+r. (See Fig. 3.) Put 7”(p) = U E;‘IIi(p>. 
Put 
I 
; +2r(N) 2T 27r 
R=R(N) =r(N) + 
2 
+ Y(N) sin= tan=, 
then R < 1/(20N). By (2.6) the radius of D’ is not greater than R for all i. Hence 
N-l N-l 
f(S’) c u u,c u l&(R) =7”(R). (2.10) 
i=O i=O 
We look for N (N & Nr) and E (0 < E G 39/(2ON)) such that for any admissible 
(N, r(N))-polygon L, T,(R(N) + F) is a solid torus. 
Fig. 3. 
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Let hi = h;(p): D* x [O, 11 - II&p> be a homeomorphism such that 
(1) ki(D* X (0)) =Zi(p>> h,(D’ X 11)) =Zi+r(p)T 
(2) h;(O, t> = tP;+, + (1 - tIPi, (2.11) 
(3) hi(D2 x (t}> is a flat surface whose forward normal vector c,(t) 
changes affinely as t moves from 0 to 1. 
Then by (2.9) 
L+(t) *p,< & for all t E [0, 11. (2.12) 
Suppose R(N) G p G 2/N. For each i, we can define 7, : II,(p) + ((i - 1)/N, (i 
+ 2)/N) c S’ by 
Pr, 0 hzp’(X) =Pr, 0 hi’ 0 ~(T~(X)), XefIi(p). 
Then for any XE 17,(p), by (2.12), (2.2), and (2.8) 
IX-f(?(X))l G R ‘2”, 3 (2.13) 
cos 100 
Lf’(7j(X))*PiPi+1< $* (2.14) 
Suppose II;(p) n II,(p) 3 X (i <j>. Then there is k with i < k <j such that 
LP,._> ;. 
Put ti = TV, tj = TV, and t, = k/N. Then ti < t, < t,, and Lf’(ti) .f’(t,) 2 
IT/~ - 5~/100 by (2.8) and (2.14). Then by Theorem 1.11, 
By (2.13) and Corollary 1.7, 
1 $It,-tjI or ’ (+)(pi2)/(ip- 
x-fk)l 
!I 
A, b -P/(jP - 2) 
(+)(P+*)/(jP--l)A1 b-p/(jp-2). I 
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Let the last term be denoted by A6b-P/(jp-2). Take N2 E N such that 
1 
- 
N2 
< +A6b-P/(jP-2) (2.15) 
Put N, = maxIN,, NJ, r0 = r(N,), .Q = 1/(2N,), and p. = IWO) + Ed. Then 
p. < 2/N, and 
V( No) + PO) 
2Tr 
<A&P/(jP-2) 
cosiiG 
Hence ZIi(po) n lIj(po) = fl if i # j. Therefore for any admissible (No, r,)-polygon 
L = (PO,. . .) P,,_,), T = T,(p,) is a solid torus. By, gluing the hi constructed in 
(2.11) together, we can obtain a homeomorphism FL : D2 X S’ -+ T,(p,). Then by 
(2.10), T,(p,) I N&G’)) for any f~.Yc that is r,,-captured by L. 
Thus condition (1) is verified. 
(2) Suppose for some g EV’~* and to E S1, g(t,> E Ili(po) and 
&T> Lg’(to) .P,P,+,> + 
If to - l/N, < t G t, + l/N,, then g(t) is contained in a cone I/ with “axis” g’(t,) 
and angle ~/loo, and 
((g(t) -g(to), g’(to))l =os& +--oL 
where (,) is the inner product. 
By (2.9) the angle between any cone ray of V and PjPj+ 1 (j = i - 1 or i + 1) is 
not smaller than r/4. Since p. < 11/(2ON,), 
l.= 
zrnq ape, 
1 27r 
~C0st <IPj-Pj+ll -pa tan%, j=i-lori+l 
0 
by (2.6). Therefore g must pass through aDi_r U aIli U ani+l at some f E [to - 
l/N,, to + l/N,]. Hence for any g l Zo* such that g(S’) C T,(p,), 
O<Lg’(t).P,P,I;G& or $rrGLg’(t).PiP,.1=Gn 
if g(t) E I;c,(p,). This, together with (2.91, implies condition (2). 0 
By (2.1) and (2.15) we can take 
No = [ma+ ~j2ir+2,/iip-2’, ;)bPcjP-j + 1, 
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where [ ] is Gauss’s symbol. By Corollary 1.8, N, <A7bP’(jpP2) for some A, > 0. 
By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, every knot with ep < b is ambient isotopic to a PL-knot 
with N, vertices. Since the number of knot types of PL-knots with N, vertices is 
less than 5”‘0(~0-~)/~, we obtain 
Corollary 2.7. There exists a constant A, > 0 such that for any b > 0 the number of 
knot types which have representatives with ep < b is less than exp(A,b2P/(jp-2)). 
3. Existence of minimizers of e$’ 
Definition 3.1. Let K be a knot type. Define e,!‘(K) by ef(K) = inf,,, e;(f). 
The argument given in [6, Lemma 4.21 can be combined with Theorems 1.11 and 
2.3 to show that e!(K) is realized by a minimizer fj,p,K. 
Theorem 3.2. For any knot type K, there exists a C1,(jp-2)/(2(p+2))-embedding fJ,p,K 
with knot type K such that ep( fj,p,K) G ej “(f) for any f ~9 of the same knot type K. 
Proof. Let {fJ c9 be a sequence of embeddings of knot type K with 
lime,P(fi) =ej’(K). 
i-cc 
By Theorem 2.3 there is a good solid torus for e!(K) + 1, F, and a subsequence 
of {fi}, still denoted by {fJ, such that fi can be contained in F for all i. By 
Theorem 1.11, 
( fi’( x) -f,‘(y) 1 <A0bP/(2(P+2))1 x - y I(sjpP2)‘(2(p+2)) for all x, y E S’ 
for all i. Hence all fi’ are uniformly continuous. Since fi’(S1) c S2 for all i, by 
Ascoli-Arzela’s theorem, there is a subsequence of Ifi’), again denoted by ( fi’}, 
which converges uniformly to a (jp - 2)/(2(p + 2))-Holder map g : S’ -+ S2. 
Since 
/ 
‘g(t) dt = 0, 
0 
g = f; for SOme clSj~--2)/(2(~+2)) -immersion fm ~3. As the integrand of (0.1) 
converges pointwise as i + m, by Fatou’s lemma, 
ep(fJ <lim infe,!‘(fi) =ep(K). 
i-m 
Since fm can clearly be contained in F and eip( f_) G e:(K), fm E K by Defini- 
tion 2.1. Therefore ep( fm> = e?(K). q 
Remark. Some studies and computer simulations on polygonal knots minimizing 
some energy-like functionals are given in [l , 3 5 7 7 7 9 3 2 131. 
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4. Thickness of a knot 
We give a notion of the thickness of a knot in connection with the argument of 
solid tori containing knots in Section 2. 
Definition 4.1. (1) The Thickness of a Cl-embedding f : S’ + R3 is defined by 
Wf I= t‘w+o I N,(fV?) is a solid torus for all F with 0 < E < eo}, 
where L, is the total length of f(.S’), and N,(f(S’)> is an &-neighborhood of 
fW>. 
(2) The Thickness of a knot type K is defined by 
Tk(K) = sup(Tk(f)}. 
f=K 
Proposition 4.2. There exists a constant A, > 0 such that for any f E.Y with 
e!(f) < 9 
Tk( f) >A9ep( f)-p’(ip-2). 
Proof. Let e/(f) = b > 0. Put t, = (7rr/(8A,)) 2(P +z)/(jP - 2’b -P/(iP - 2). Suppose 0 < 
y,--x,=s t, and z E[x~, y,l. Since Lf ‘(x>.f(xo)f(yo)‘<T/4 for any x E 
[x,, y,], f(z) lies in the intersection of forward and backward solid cones with axis 
If(x,)f(~~), angle 7/4, and vertices f(x,) and f( y,). Therefore for any point P 
in the straight-line segment with endpoints f(xJ and f(y,), 
IP-f(z)1 ~max{lP-f(G17 IP-f(h)Il. 
Put 
2(p + 2)/(jp - 2) 
Then by Corollary 1.7, if 1 x -y Is’ > to, then 1 f(x) -f(y) I> 2rl. Assume 
N,(f(S’)) is not a solid torus for some r (0 <r < rl>. Then there are x1, yl, zI (x1 
<zl<yl),and P1~N,(f(S1)) such that IP,-f(x,)I~r, IP,-f(y,)l<r, and 
I P, -f ( zl) I> r, which is a contradiction. Hence Tk( f > > rl. 0 
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